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About This Game

The FULL version of Episode 1 is now complete in Early Access! Download today!

Become the master of a brand new, exciting agile third person mech shooter set on a dystopian Earth in the first episode of
Beyond Flesh and Blood.

SPACE IS EASY. PREPARE FOR EARTH.

 JOIN THE UGR. Beyond Flesh and Blood is the harsh shooter designed to push your skills to the limit.
Battle through this gory sci-fi, blast apart every enemy with powerful weapons – and unlock the frightening secrets of a 23rd

century gone rogue...

Gory violence: people being ripped in half, gibs and blood, explosions, fire, lasers…and loads more delicious gibs.
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Tough training: no easy gameplay and no cover-based shooting. Unearth your inner hardcore PC gamer...stop hiding and
get shooting!

Detailed environments: Manchester is re-imagined as a dystopian UK city, making full use of the powerful Unreal
engine

Progress is reigned in by the communications link between mind and mech - install signal towers and hack the electricity
to get online

Guns. Explosives. Industrial lasers. Enemy weapons are obtained by killing the opponent (acting as a temporary upgrade
to augment your firepower).

Custom soundtrack

Mech in Mech: the player can pilots multiple combat rigs – including enemy rigs

2+ hours story-driven game play, 12 levels before the release of the full first episode

Discover the truth about humanity’s future exile from Earth…

The year is 2281 and piloting military grade mechs is the only way back to Earth, 80 years after a Global War for resources
forced decent society to the edge of Earth’s atmosphere.

Ethan is an engineer from the United Global Remnant: the very last survivors of the human race. Space is safe, but rumours of
aliens, terrorists and a meteorite finally conscript Ethan away from humanity's last orbital home, the UGR Astralis space colony.

He must pilot a series of increasingly advanced Tactical Frames alongside the UGR at their base in Manchester, UK. With mind
control, there’s no death. But the only way to get health back is by absorbing energy spawned by fallen foes, you to fight to

survive. Once a frame is destroyed, a new one is dropped in from orbit allowing you to get straight back into the fight.

TO LEARN THE TRUTH, YOU MUST GO BEYOND FLESH AND BLOOD.

Stand your ground fearlessly. Your enemies are human, machine, alien – and unknown. And anything else we can all come up
with as a community!

Venture Beyond anything you’ve ever known - break rank and rules.

Join the UGR. Believe the impossibly dark secrets of a 23rd century Earth gone rogue...
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Title: Beyond Flesh and Blood
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Pixelbomb Games
Publisher:
Pixelbomb Games
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8 (64-bit OS required)

Processor: Core i5 4460 or FX-8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 760/AMD Radeon 7 270X or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 40 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X 9.0 and above

English
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God damn annoying to play was not fun to read or play.. Awesome game i love it so much lol i can make anything i want!
1000/10. If you can get past the "oldendays" graphics - you can enjoy this game. It has a decent level of complexity, that I like
in my strategy/management games. But even though this game has a decent tutorial - there will be things you will have to figure
out for yourself. And not the hard things - the simple things like: "Can I rotate this?", "Does this icon mean this, or does it mean
that?".. Game does not work. It crashes constantly and has no updates or support. Do no buy. Total waste of $7.. Worth every
penny.
You can really feel the love and hard work in those handcrafted pixel-art.. In a few words, fun but stupidly infuriating, and
shallow. AI is utterly attrocious and will easily commit to battles it cannot win and will even suicide itself just to prevent you
from completing a challenge it seems. Example, during the fuzgut campaign can easily stomp the murder out of the enemy by
building the archer first and running around murdering everything, so I leave the last 5 alive right? No the last five go right for
my 30 archers and comit suicide.

Too much arcade action necessry. The ONLY difficulty in this game is by completing the challenges. If you can get this game
on sale, by all means go for it. But it is not worth full price at in opinion. This game is perfect for passing the time away
casually. Don't get to serious and you will be good.. Easy to use, not expansive to get and a FPS camera mode built-in!
You can think its is a RPG Maker on 3D steroid,
and the devs are like lighting fast to reply to your questions,
and constantly upgrade the code and get new functions for FREE! (And workshop in the future! YAY!)

Tough there are yet some vital event or condition functions missing currently (but the devs are already promised to plan to add
them later), comparing to its 2D rival (I am looking at you RMMV you piece of unreliable sh!t), but SGB is more like a early
prototype of the next gen thing.

Try the demo, I promise you would like it in no time!. Good visual novel with interesting characters, funny and awesome
moments. It also has 9 different endings.

7/10. It's a little buggy but it's super fun. If you see this game on sale and have a friend or two to shoot at, GET IT!
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sandwitch!!!!!WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA. Grindy but great! If you love grind like me this is a must buy.. Nice
little portal mod, really enjoyed playing it. Although there wasn't much storyline involved and the ending was a bit abrupt, the
puzzles were really cool and I enjoyed every new testing element involved in them. 8 out of 10. The most relaxing game among
NEXT series.. Maybe I'm a sucker for 2D RTS, but for $1 this is a really enjoyable game.. Game for fans of the genre. Very
good storyline. Good panache, great music. The story is very interesting as are some of the characters you meet along the way.
Price is very good. Very pleased with the presence of collectors' cards and achievements.
If you like RPG, you do not even have to think ... you need to buy ...
And hurry while discount))
Many thanks to the developer for this masterpiece!. Great tool!
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